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PREFACE 


GEOTROPlKA 2001 is the sixth in a series of GEOTROPIKA conferences that have been 

organised by the Department of Geotechnics and Transportation, Faculty of Ciyil Engineering, 

Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. However, this sicth conference is co-organised with the Faculty 

of Engineering, Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (lI:.iIMAS). The theme for this conference is 

"Geotechnical Problems and Solutions for Construction Practices", 

In the last decade, we have seen some of the largest and most ambitious projects ever undertaken 

in this country. In addition, we would also hear of failures or problems as:;ociated with the 

construction industry. Through the conference, the experiences of engineers 3..'1d other related 

professionals \'ia technical papers, case studies, discussions, and practical applications would 

generate better understanding amongst practicing geotechnical engineers <L"ld other related 

professionals on the importance of their professions and its impact on construction industry. It is 

hoped the conference would open a new horizon and thus allowing newer Techniques to be 

adopted, It is hoped that this compilation of proceedings would serve as important means of 

disseminating Geotechnical Engineering knowledge. Technical papers are presented under four 

themes: 

• Geological. Mineralogical and Chemical Properties 

• Characterisation and Deformation of Soils 

• Soil Erodibility and Slope Failures 

• Geotechnical Engineering Related Studies 

The conference proceedings are compiled from camera ready manuscripts provided by the 

authors of the papers. It should be noted that the authors are solely responsible for the quality of 

the text and figures contained herein, 

We would like to express our gratitude to all members of the GEOTROPIKA 2001 organizing 

committee of both UTM and UNIMAS for the contribution towards the success of the 

conference. 

Editors 

Fauziah Kasim 

Aminatin Marto 

Mohd. Zain Yusuf 

".' '1 . ,. 
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GEOLOGICAL INPUT IN 

CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT AND PL.-\~i\"I:\'G 


L H Chu and W SChow 
Minerals and Geoscience Department 


Malaysia. 


ABSTRACT 
In any construction project, engineers conduct site investigations to acquire the engineering 

characteristics of the site before designing the substructure and superstructure. Most projects 
do not encounter problems as engineers adhere to the engineering Codes of Practice. 
However, some projects did encounter problems as certain geological factors were not 
addressed. 

A number of geological factors such as bedrock morphology, bedrock lithology, geological 
structures in the bedrock and mineralogy of the rocks may affect the safety of a civil structure. 
There are a number of case histories outlining the role played by geology in construction 
development, such as the change in design of the Pan Pacific Hotel in Kuala Lumpur to avoid 
sitting over a large overhang in the limestone bedrock, the oxidation of pyrite in concrete in 
Barrl Darn, Kuala Lumpur which led to the formation of cracks in the spillway, or the failure 
of a rock slope in Taman Rawang Perdana along a day-lighting fracture plane. 

In the process of planning the landuse of an area, planners require basic information such 
as the geology, topography and landform of the site, as well as other geotechnical details such 
as whether the area is proI1e to landslides. Geological mapping and a rational evaluation of 
the overall terrain would serve the purpose. 

In the past, the role of geology in the construction industry was not accorded much 
importance, but in recent years, the scenario has changed and civil engineering consultant 
companies now employ geologists. 

INTRODUCTIO:\, 

In any construction project, site inyestigations are conducted to acquire the engineering 
characteristics of the site prior to the design of the substructure and superstructure. 
Investigations carried out include boring to study the lithology of the soil profile and 
conducting in-situ tests such as Standard Penetration Tests (SPT), Shear Vane Tests or Cone 
Penetration Tests (CPT) to acquire the engineering strengths and bearing capacities of the soil 
profile. Based on these information, engineers design the substructure and superstructure, 
adhering to the approved Codes of Practice. 

Most of the time, engineers adopt a factor of safety acceptable to the industry, and as such, 
most projects do not encounter problems. However, as we know, some projects did encounter 
problems where cracks had propagated on the walls, ceilings and floors of buildings, or 
designed slopes which were supposedly safe, had failed, causing damages to nearby buildings 
and cutting off access roads. Such problems might not be due to improper design, but rather 
could be attributed to certain geological factors which were not addressed appropriately. 
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GEOLOGY IN E~GI2\EERING PRACTICES 

Both geologists and ci\"il engineers are concerned with rocks, but from di~-~:-=nt points of 
view. In geology, rocks are classified according to origin, composition and te:c..::-;e, whilst in 
civil engineering, the physical and engineering characteristics of the rocks arc e:nphasised. It 
is interesting to note that despite their differences in viewpoint, geology and .:-i",-:: engineering 
have always been closely connected, and in fact the first geologic map England was 
prepared by William Smith. a civil engineer. 

Engineering works often provide tests to geological theories, for example. \\:':;::1. the tunnels 
in the Alps were constructed, geologists were r~uested to furnish engi::~:3 with their 
conception of the subsurface geology and the geological structures. The geolC' came out 
with sections showing extremely complicated and folded masses of rocks. 3..::.,: blasting and 
tunnelling through the hills showed that the actual conditions corresponded t"3i:-::. .:-losely with 
the theoretical concepts. 

In recent times, geology has diversified from the conservative fields c:- mineralogy, 
petrology, stratigraphy, paleontology etc. to hydrogeology, environmem.::.: geology and 
engineering geology. Engineering geology fosters the bond between geo;c.0 and civil 
engineering and provides accurate and detailed geological information vital to :':-:c solution of 
engineering problems at hand. 

Geological information has been widely utilised i:1. civil works developme:-.. lnd planning 
and frequently has contributed to the viability, cost so.\"ings and success of a pro.:=-'::L 

GEOLOGICAL FACTORS AFFECTING CI\lL WORKS DEVELOP:\[E~l 

There are a number of geological factors such as the bedrock morpholog: .. (he bedrock 
lithology, the geological structures in the bedrock, th;e mineralogy of the rock e:.::. \vhich may 
affect the safety of a civil structure. There are a number of incidences w::e:-;eby adverse 
geological conditions had led to a change of the design or realignment of the ci\-:: structure. 

:\Iorphology of Bedrock 

The most important geological factor is the morphology of karstic lin:e,;:one bedrock 
which is the dominant bedrock in parts of Kuala Lumpur and Ipoh. About of Kuala 
Lumpur is underlain by limestone bedrock. Dissolution of the limestone 1:>-edrock by the 
percolating acidic rainwater results in a karstic morphology with steep pinnacle5 and troughs. 
Dissolution of the limestone also gives rise to cavities of varying sizes \vithin ~e bedrock. In 
places, the roofs o\'er the cavities are thin, with thicknesses of not m0:-~ than a few 
centimetres (Fig I). The karstic morphology poses geotechnical problems to =0undations of 
structures, particularly if driven piles are used. Omar and Hon (1985) pointed o:.:t the various 
problems encountered when concrete and steel piles were driven to rest on k3.:3tic limestone 
bedrock. Driven piles might be resting on the pinnacles or on the thin roof of 2. large cavity. 
With time, the piles might slip. The number of piles rejected due to mis.1:ignment was 
reported to be substantial. It was reported that in one instance, each pile had 10 be replaced 
by two extra piles. ivfitchell (1985) discussed the problems encountered in :Ile design of 
foundation for the construction of the 30-storey Pan Pacific Hotel in K::..:lla Lumpur. 
Investigations showed that the limestone bedrock at the project area had a 15-rr:~rre overhang. 
This led to the modification of the design of the hotel where no foundation \\3.S placed on the 
top of this overhang (Figs 2 and 3). 
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To ha\'e a representative profile of :..':e karstic bedrock in a construction site, close drilli::g 
to a reasonable depth within the bedrc..:::';: is necessary. A che::per Jnd faster technique is :0 

conduct geophysical surveys. Seismic =-er1ection combined \\'im microgravity, and geOr2e: 
methods have been proven to be succ~sful in such studies. In mined-out ponds, the uSe 0I 
side-scan sonar had been successful in ;;:orting the bedrock profik. 

Lithology of Bedrock 

Limestone marble is soluble in ::.::dic waters and on IT.:lny occasions, constructio::1 :n 
limestone' marble country has led to :::e formation of sinkholes .. \ sinkhole is a collapse vI 
the ground surface into a large circ!.!l.::: depression with steep to vertical sides. Its size :::2y 
vary from as small as 0.5 m to as large JS 30 m in diameter. On some occasions, propc, ,:;:s 
such as houses or buildings have been s:verely affected with cr::..::ks being formed on the ,00:'5. 
ceilings and !loors. 

The primary cause leading to development of sirL'..:.holes is the dissolutio::: 
limestone. marble bedrock by acidic grc'lndwater. The groundwlter which percolates throug:-t 
joints or faults within the bedrock 5:0\\'ly dissolves the rock. and in time, results E: :::e 
formation of funnels and cavities. The ~iI above the bedrock ci1rough the funnels into c.e 
cavities, forming voids within the so::. If the groundwater :lale is high, the hydros::.:.:: 
pressure on the roof of the void pre\e;:~ the collapse of the soil imo the cavities. Howe\e::-. if 
there is a lowering of the groundwater :..:ble, there will be a rapid collapse of the soil, the~e:y 
hastening the formation of a sinkho:e tFig. 4). In the construction of foundation of 
buildings, there are usually some exc3\'::.tion works. If the gro1lI1dwater table is high, rerr:o'.·al 
of the groundwater in the excavated are-.: is necessary. This lowering of groundwater tabk t.:.s. 
on many occasions, triggered off form:!rion of sinkholes. 

Sinkhole formation could also be triggered off by an influx of water into the ground. 0:: 
one occasion, water discharged from dri:ling operations in the compound of the High COLl" i:: 
Ipoh triggered off the formation ofa sli:.".;.hole. 

To locate potential sinkhole areas, geophysical techniques m;::y be applied. The resisti\i:y 
and microgra\'iry techniques have beer: round to be useful in ille location of cavities in :2= 
bedrock and \'oids in the subsoil. 

Geological Structure 

The orientation of geological strucr..:res (such as faults, joints, bedding planes) and t1:e 
presence of relict stmctures in completelY weathered (Grade V) bedrock are often overlooked. 
If a building is constructed on a plaITC:TIl and the beddings, !i':!crures, faults or open jOi.liS 
day-light (i.e. dipping outwards away :rom the cut slope) there is a strong possibility of:::. 
sliding failure should there be a trigger1:.'1g mechanism such as a he;n'Y rainstorm. The rece;:t 
rockslide at Taman Rawang Perdana in Sdangor is one such eX:lrnple. In Kuala Lumpur, the:-e 
are many cut slopes which are potenti::lIy dangerous such as in the Bangsar-Damansara are-.l 
where the bedding planes of the interbnided Kenny Hill sandstone and shale day-light, in u,:e 
Setiawangsa area where the beddings of the Hawthomden schists day-light and in the Cher...s 
area where there are day-lighting joints in the granite cut slopes. 

Geological stmctures also influence the stability of cliff faces in the karstic limestone hills. 
which are found in numerous parts of .\lJlaysia. There are over ~O limestone hills in the Kim:: 
Va!ley, with about 30 of them located in or around Ipoh , \'umerous rockfalls had alre:1dy 
occurred and two of the more recent roc:":falls had caused some fatalities. The Gummg Cheroh 
Rockfall which occurred in October l'r3 when a massive cliff face with a subvertical 5h~ 
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plane intersecting a large undercut detached from the main hill, had crushed about 40 people 
to death. 

The second fatal rockfall occurred in December 1987 where the entire eastern face of 
Gunung Tunggal collapsed, killing one person. The failure occurred along a sub-\-ertical 
fracture plane which intersected a large undercut at the base of the hill. 

Relict struchlres in completely weathered bedrock are most commonly over-looked during 
the design of slopes. The landslide which occurred at Km 303.8 of the ?\orth-South Highway 
near Gunung Tempurong in January 1996 is a good example where the failure plane was the 
weathered contact between granitic soil and a completely weathered aplite dyke. Soil nails 
\vere in fact installed, but unfortunately, most of the nails did not penetrate the granite-dyke 
contact tGSM, 1986). 

Mineralogical Composition of Rock 

Certain mineralogical compositions of rocks at times. are deleterious and can pose 
problems. due to their physico-chemical properties. 

Carbonaceous Shale/Graphitic Schists 

~umerous cut slopes in areas underlain by carbonaceous shale/graphitic schists ha\'e 
experienced slope failures and ground settlement. Examples of such problems are along parts 
of the North-South Highway near the Yong Peng and Air Hiram areas (Tan and Azwari, 200 I) 
and more recently, along a section of the yet-to-be completed trunk road connecting Pos Slim 
in Perak to Kg. Raja in Cameron Highlands, Pahang. 

The predominance of monovalent cations (such as Na- or K+) over the divalent cations 
(Ca2

.,. or ~fg2+) in such soils contribute to the high dispersi\'ity of the soil. 
Soils derived from carbonaceous shale/grapitic schists are poor choices for use in till 

embankments as the high carbon/graphite contents contribute to low compacted densities of 
the fill. 

Pyrite in Rocks 

Pyrite is present as accessory minerals in some rocks, such as in graphitic 
schists/carbonaceous shales or even in granite. On exposure to the elements, the pyrite 
undergoes oxidation and hydrolysis reactions, producing sulphuric acid and iron 
oxides/hydroxides. Typical chemical reactions are as follows: 

2 Fe S2 + 2 H20 + 7 O2 == 2 Fe SO-l + 2 Hz SO-l 
(Pyrite) 

4 Fe SO-l + O2 + 2 Hz S04 

2 

The practical implications of these chemical reactions are that turf on cut slopes fail to 
grow due to high acidicity, staining of concrete pavements and drains due to the release of 
iron oxides/hydroxides, swelling and disintegration of the soil structure, hence leading to a 
drop in the shear strength due to the formation of secondary minerals. Steel reinforcements in 
concrete structures located in areas underlain by carbonaceous shale/graphitic schists are often 
corroded, 
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Pyrites are occasionally present in sand tailings from ex-tin mine dumps and these sand 
tailings are commonly used to make concrete. These pyrites in the concrere undergo the 
chemical reactions as above, and the formation of secondary minerals results in an increase in 
volume, causing cracks to form in the concrete. The Batu Dam near Kuala Lumpur 
experienced such a problem when in the early 1990s, engineers detected some cracks in the 
spillway of the dam. The cracks widened from 0.1 mm to 0.7 mm over a seven-month 
observation period trom May to December 1997. Today, the cracks measure about 25 mm 
wide (Chow and Abdul Majid, 2001). 

Reactive Siliceous :,\Iinerals in Rocks 

Certain siliceous minerals in rocks are reactive with the alkaline pore fluids from Portland 
cement, resulting in the formation of a calcium alkali silicate gel. The gel produced from this 
reaction, commonly called alkali-silica reaction (ASR) absorbs water, resulting in volume 
expansion which induces expansive force, resulting in the development of cracks in the 
concrete. 

The reactivity of the different siliceous minerals depends on the degree of order in the 
crystal structure. Opal, which has a very disordered structure, is the most reactive forn1 of 
silica. Other forms of silica like natural glass. microcrystalline and cryptocrystalline quartz, 
strained quartz, chalcedony, tridymite and cristobalite are of intermediate acthiry. 

Most of the aggregates used in the construction industry in Malaysia are composed of 
granitic rocks; Normal granitic rocks do not have ASR. Exceptions are granitic rocks which 
have undergone stress or shearing where microcrystalline quartz and strained quartz are 
present. 

In areas where granitic rocks are not found. metamorphic rocks such as quanzites are used 
for aggregates. These quartzose rocks may contain microcrystalline quartz which are reactive 
to ASR. 

In the East Coast and in lohor Bahru in Peninsular Malaysia and in East .\'Ialaysia, some of 
the aggregates are composed of volcanic rocks. Some of the volcanic rocks contain unstable 
siliceous minerals. such as cristobalite, trid)111ite or chalcedony which are reactive to the 
alkali content of the cement. In fact, the Singapore Government had banned the import of 
tuffaceous volcanic rocks from the Pengerang area in lohore some time in the early 1990s. 

Other Deleterious :'\Iinerals in Rocks 

Free micas, even in quantities of a few percent, can affect the strength of a concrete as the 
micas expand to form clays or zeolites during the hydration of the cement. 

Montmorillonite and illite, which are common clay minerals occurring in shales and tuffs, 
can expand considerably upon absorption of water. As such, roads built over ground 
containing such clay minerals are otten "bumpy". 

GEOLOGY IN COXSTRUCTION PLANI\IXG 

In the process of planning the landuse of an area, town planners would require basic 
information such as the geology, topography and landform of the area, as well as other 
relevant geotechnical details such as whether the area is potentially unstable due to the 
presence of landslides or severe erosion. Such information will assist engineers in preparing 
the layout plans, designing the foundation system and deciding on the appropriate type and 
method of construction. 
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For easy assessment and utilisation of the information required, a rational evaluation of the 
overall terrain is conducted and the d3ta presented in the form of \'::.rious types of thematic 
maps for the lise of the town planners and engineers. 

Terrain !\lapping 

Terrain mapping is carried out by the Minerals and Geoscience Department Malaysia, 
based on a moditication of the technique by the Hong Kong Geotechnic::.l Engineering Office. 

The fundamental step in terrain mapping is to conduct terrain dassification which is 
carried out on topographical map sheeG on a scale of I: 10,000 based on four attributes (Table 
I), that is the slope gradient attribute, Ll}e terrain or morphology attribute. the activity attribute 
and the erosion and instability attribute. Based on these four attributes. polygons are defined. 
reflecting on the steepness of the terrain. the morphology of the slope. the activities that are 
conducted on the slope and the degree of erosion or instability on that slope. Such definition 
of polygons is best conducted in the field, but in areas which are in2..::.::essible, recent aerial 
photographs may be used. 

The polygons in the resulting Terr.!in Classification Maps are digitised and analysis is 
carried out with a GIS programme (Ar.:: Info or Arc View software) producing the various 
thematic maps as listed below: 

Landform \la12. 

This map summarises the broad terrain pattern in the map sheet where slope angles and 
terrain attributes are delineated. This map is designed for the use or' technical and non
technical users who require general landform data for planning purposes. 

Erosion Map. 

This map delineates the broad pattern of erosion and instability. and is designed for 
technical and non-technical users who require information regarding the general nature, 
degree and intensity of erosion and insubility for planning and engineeru1.g purposes. 

Physical Constraints Map. 

This map represents the major physical land resource constrainG and is designed for 
technical and non-technical users who require information relating to the types of physical 
constraints which affect the terrain. It is designed to be used as an assessment of the physical 
resources for general planning and engineering purposes. 

Engineering Geologv Map. 

Data from the Terrain Classification \1aps are used in conjunction \\ith geological data 
from other sources such as geological maps, geo-hazards maps etc. This map displays the 
broad distribution of geological materials, based on their engineering characteristics. It is 
designed for technical users who require geotechnical information for strategic planning 
and engineering purposes. 
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Landuse Classification Map. 

Based on attributes from the Terrain Classfication .\1ap. a Landuse Classification '\[ap is 
produced whereby there are of classes, with Classes I and 2 having low to moderate 
geotechnical limitations respecti\'e!y, Class 3 high geotechnical limitations, and CI::!Ss -+ 
extreme geotechnical limitations (Table 2). 

As such. Classes 1 and 2 are suitable for development and should not encounter much 
geotechnical problems, \vhereas Class 3 is not so suitable 3..:'1d Class 4, probably unsuitable. In 
terms of engineering costs for development, land under C\:lss 1 will probably be having low 
development costs, Class 2 normaL Class 3 high and Class";' very high. One of the reasons is 
that Classes I and 2 will require only normal site investigations (Table 3), whereas Class 3 will 
require intensive and Class -+. ver::.,' intensive site investigations, 

Safety Zones in the Vicinity of Limestone Hills 

There ::re about 30 limestone hills in and around Ipl·h and development has encro::ched 
towards these hills. A number of housing and industrial e:s:t::.tes have already been built clOSe 
to some of the hills. Since the occurrence of the Gunung Cheroh Rockfall in 1973, the Ipoh 
Municipality (now the Ipoh City Hall) had consulted the .\1inerJls and Geoscience Depanment 
on the approval of housing projects which are close to limesto:1e hills. 

The .\Iinerals and Geoscience Department has prepared 1 guideline for the demarcation of 
safety zones ( i.e. very dangerous zone, dangerous zone ..:':- safe zone ) in the vicinity of a 
limestone hill. 

As a means of confirming whether a rock block is pote::tially unstable, the orientations of 
the geological discontinuities tsuch as joints, sheared zor:es, open bedding planes etc,) in 
relation to that of the cliff face are investigated and plotted on a stereonet. All potentially 
unstable rock blocks are then accorded hazards rating (Figure 5), that is, \\I"hether they are of 
very high hazards rating, high hazards rating or low hazards rating. 

A cliff with a very high hazards rating is one which has deep undercut at its base, large 
overhang. \isible verticallsubwrtical discontinuities intersecting the undercut and owrhang 
and prominent day-lighting discontinuities. In this category, the very dangerous zone will be 
demarcated as twice the height of the critical cliff face and the dangerous zone, thrice. 

A cliff face with a high hazards rating is one with small overhang, insignificant undercut at 
its base. and discontinuities intersecting the overhang and undercut are not prominent. There 
may be some day-lighting discontinuities and some loose blocks at the top which may topple. 
In this category, the very dangerous zone will be demarcated as one and a half times the height 
of the critical cliff face and the dangerous zone, two and a half times. 

A cliff face with a low hazards rating is one which does not have any overhang or undercut, 
without any visible or clear day-lighting discontinuities and no potential toppling rock blocks. 
In such a case, the very dangerous zone is estimated to be equal to the critical height of the 
cliff face and the dangerous zone, !\V·ice. 

The Department recommends that within the very darlgerous zone, there should be no 
houses or permanent buildings, Within the dangerous ZOGe, houses or permanent buildings 
may" be constructed provided a boulder trap (which may be a ditch with a bund/retaining wall 
as designed by a qualified engineer) is constructed at the edge of the very dangerous zone. 

To optimise usage of land, public utilities like resef\oir and oxidation pond may be sited 
within the \'ery dangerolls zone. 
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CONCLUSIO:\ 

In the past, perhaps up to twenty y~s ago, the role of geology tn engineering construCC0I! 
was not gi\·en much attention in ~fabysia. Engineers designed substructures based solely cn 
the engineering characteristics of the soil. Design of cut slopes i::: residual soil was ba..,,-~ 
solely on the cohesion and friction ::.::gle of the soil without cue consideration for re~;,::t 

geological structures like weathered joi;:i planes, bedding planes etc. 
However, in recent years, in the ligh, of disastrous landslide oc,::urrences like the Highl::.::d 

Towers Landslide, the Genting Semp::"1 Debris Flow, or the Gunu::g Tempurong Landslic::. 
engineers are more aware of the played by geology. G::ological input are r:0'.' 

incorporated into engineering designs ::.::.d most consultant firms h::ne engaged the services O~· 
geologists. 

In the near future geology \vill pby ::m even greater role in cid works development ::""":2 

planning. 
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U:\DERSTANDING ~IECHANISM OF PILE BEHAYIOUR 

THROUGH PHYSICAL MODELLI:\G 


C F Leung 

0:ational Uni\t'::"sity of Singapore, Singapor.: 


ABSTRACT 
Centrifuge modeling is a \\'ell-~':lblished and versatile It'chnique to investigat;;" 

geotechnical problems. In this paper, ex:::.:npies are shown to demoostr3.te the use of centrifug;;" 
and physical modeling to understand the mechanism of pile beha\·io'..!;. The findings presentee 
include those on the studies of perfom;:::.nce of pile subject to laps;;"s during pile installation. 
pile under sustained load, rock-socketed piies, piles subject to uplift loads. pile responses dl..!t' 
to negative skin friction and excavation-tnduced lateral soil movemt'::~. 

Keywords:- centritiJge modelling, mecknism, pile, settlement sod pressure, stability 

INTRODUCTIO:\ 

Although many rt'search studies had been carried out on pile foundation, the mechanism o'T 
pile behaviour undt'r various conditiors is still not well understood. Laboratory model tests 
are common means of investigating pile behaviour but the results mc.y not be representative 0:
field conditions when the tests are conc:J.cted under conventional laboratory conditions. This 
is attributed to the fact that soil beh3.\·iour is non-linear and dependent upon the soil stress 
level. Centrifuge model study provides an attractive alternati\'e as in many cases, tht' 
prototype stresses can be correctly [t'produced in a centrifuge model under a forcee 
gravitational tleld. The principles of ce::::ifuge modelling technique :lnd relevant scaling laws 
are given in Leung et al. (1991). 

For the past 10 years, a comprehensi\'t' research program has been in force at the 0:ational 
University of Singapore to investigatt' various pile problems using centrifuge modelling 
technique. The problems examined include the behaviour of pile subject to lapses during 
installation, pile behaviour under sustai:u;;d load, piles in tension, pil;;s subject to vertical an': 
lateral moving soils. The findings of tn;;se studies are summarized in this paper to illustrate 
that the mechanism of pile behaviour under various conditions can be examined beneficially 
through physical modelling. 

PILE INSTALL\. nON 

Occasionally, a pile may experier:ce stoppages during installation due to machine 
breakdmvn, weather condition, overnight weekend stoppages or other reasons. It is weE 
established that the force required to re-inst;)ll a pile into the soil aner installation lapses can 
be quite di fferem from the case on a pile without installation lapses, A series of centrifugt' 
model tests h3.S be;;n conducted to ime5ligate the behaviour of pilt' subject to lapses durir:~ 
instalbtion in denst' sand. To simulate ::.n installation lapse, a mod;;\ pile instrumented wit;' 
strair: gauges along the pile shaft is jacked to a desired depth, then allowed to rest for a desire': 
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duration before being jacked deeper into the sand during centrifuge The vertical and 
lateral earth pressures in the soil in the \icinity of the pile were also monitored regularly 
throughout the tests. Details of the findings are reported in Leung et al. 1:';001 a). 

The test results reveal that a pile installed in sand experienced a rejuction in penetration 
resistance between the end of initial installation and the beginning of reinstallation, as 
illustrated in Fig. l. The magnitude of reduction in pile penetration is no~iceable even for short 
lapse duration and increases with the duration of installation lapse.. 2 and 3 show a 
close-up view of ch:mges in lateral and vertical earth pressures, respC',;tively, at around the 
one-third, two-third and close to the baSe of the pile shaft during a typical installation lapse. 
The miniature pressure transducers are placed fairly close to the pik. It is evident that the 
changes in lateral earth pressure is more significant that those of ver;::cal earth pressure. In 
addition, there is a considerable reduction in lateral earth pressure close to the pile base. This 
observation is consistent with the stresS changes in the pile shaft during: an installation lapse. 
The strain gauges mounted on the pile sh:ltt reveal that during an inst::.:lation lapse, there are 
little changes in the load transfer along the upper pile shaft but conside:--.lbly more changes in 
the load transfer along the lower pile shaft. The change in the load tran5:~r is most significant 
for the strain gauges placed close to the pile base. The test results illus::ate that during a pile 
installation lapse. there is a progressive redistribution of the stresseS i:: the surrounding soil 
around the pile. in such a way that it leads to a reduction in pile penetration resistance. Thus it 
can be deduced that stress reduction in sand around the pile tip and alo::g the lower pile shaft 
is a cause for the observed reduction in pile penetration resistance duriLg an installation lapse 
and therefore a possible contributing factOr ro pile relaxation in the field. 

160 

Penetration depth d (mm) 

Fig. I \'Jriation of model penetration resistance with depth (Leung et a!., 200la) 
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Fig.:! Close-up view of changes in lateral earth pressure (Leung et aI., 2001 a) 
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Fig. 3 Close-up view of changes in vertical earth pressure (Leung et al., 2001 a) 
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Tests were also conducted on piles jacked into clay and subject to lapses during pile 
installation. An opposite phenomenon is noted in which additional force is required to jack a 
pile further into clay after an installation lapse. Pore pressure measurements indicate that 
excess pore pressure in the clay had built up during pile installation and the excess pore 
pressure subsequently dissipates with time. The test observations generally support the 
commonly observed 'set-up' effect for clay in which the clay strength increases with time due 
to the dissipation of excess pore water pressure developed during pile installation. 

PILE UNDER SERYICE LOADS 

Pile Subject to Sustained Load in Sand 

Pile foundations are often subjected to heavy sustained structural loads throughout their 
relatively long working life. Another series of centrifuge model tests has been carried out in 
dense sand to evaluate the variation of pile settlement with time under a constant sustained 
load. A typical test result is shown in Fig. 4(a), which reveals that the pile continues to settle 
with time under a sustained load. A re-plot of the same set of test data on a sertlement-log 
time relationship (Fig. 4(b)) reveals that the pile settlement increases approximately linearly 
with log time. Leung et al. (1966) provided a detail interpretation of the test data. 

Time (sec) 
o 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 

E 0.2 , 

E I 


Dry sand ..... I 
RD::92%~ 0.4 , 
Solid cylindrical pile 

~ ~ 
::: 0.6 L 
Q.) , 

en 

.~ 0.8 
a.. 

(a)1.0 

Time (sec) 
10 100 1000 10000 

E 0.2 
E 

~ 0.4 

E 

E
Q.) 

0.6 
Q.) 

en 

0.8 
a.. 


-

1.0 L {b} 

Fig.4 Settlement of pile under sustained load in model scale (Leung et al.. 1996) 
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During the centrifuge model tests, the strain gauges mounted close to the pile base and the 
pressure transducers placed around the pile base area reveal very high pile and soil stresses 
around the pile base area. To further investigate the pile creep phenomenon, a series of one
dimensional compression tests was perfonned by placing the same sand of identical relative 
density in a conventional oedometer cell and subject the sand to similar magnitude of high 
pressure experienced by the soil in vicinity to the pile base. Microscopic photographs were 
taken on the sand samples before and after the tem. Before sustained loading. the sand 
particles maintain its original shape and sizes as sho\\11 in Fig. 5(a). Upon sustaii1ed loading, 
the angular protrusion of the sand particles have been ground off, resulting in a mixture of 
predominantly more rounded large particles mixed \\ith smaller particles and fi;;es, see Fig. 
5(b). Moreover, microscopic inspection of the particles at an oblique angle re\'eals the 
presence of shiny smooth breakage surfaces on the larger rounded particles after sustained 
loading. Fig. 6 shows the grading curves obtained from sieve analysis on sand s3.mples after 
two different load durations. Before sustained loading. all the sand particles \vere retained on 
the 212 pm sieve. After 290 seconds of sustained loading, abOllt 5% of the particles (by 
weight) pass through the 212 pm sieve. However, after 5 days of sustained 103.ding of the 
same magnitude, about 25° 0 of the particles are smaller than 212 ~Lm. 

(a) Iktorc tc,;t 

(b) A I'ter test 

Scale lmm) 

5 Microscopic pictures of sand particles before and after test (Leung et al.. 1996) 
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Fig. 6 Variation of sand partie Ie size distribution (Leung et aI., 1996) 

The centrifuge tests and one-dimensional compression tests essentially show consiste::..:;; 
of creep settlement-time responses under sustained load. The progressive breakage of S-::..-:d 
particles results in a loss of contact between particles, which leads to a gradual decrease in soil 
resistance and stiffness and an increase in settlement with time. Further test results reveal tJ~t 
pile creep settlement is insignificant if the applied load is less than 50% of ultimate load. This 
demonstrates that for pile design in sand, it is prudent to adopt a minimum factor of safety of 
at least 2 against bearing capacity failure to prevent any excessive long term pile creep 
settlement under working load condition. 

Piles socketed in rock 

In many urban areas around the world, large-diameter cast-in-situ concrete bored piles 
socketed in rock are commonly used as foundations to support heavy concentrated strucru::al 
loads. :Vlany studies were conducted to evaluate the shaft resistance of rock sockets while 
relatively little work has been carried out to examine the failure mechanism of rock below the 
pile base. :\ series of centrifuge tests has been conducted to examine piles socketed in 
artificial rock made of gypsum cement having the same range of compression and stiffness 
parameters as sedimentary rocks in the Southeast Asia region. In the experimental setup. 
model bored piles were cast using cement mix with an appropriate amount of water at 1 g. Tne 
test results are provided in detail in Leung and Ko (1993). The rock socket shaft friction 
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values obtained from the centrifuge teSts are found to be comparable with those deduced from 
existing theories, as illustrated in Fig. 7. This demonstrates the validity of using artificial riXK 
in the modd setup. 

------ Centrifu;-e tests 
Horvath &. lilnny (1979) •
Rosenner; & Journeaux (1976) 
Rowe &. .!..t:uit.lge (19B7) 

cr: J.6 xxx xxx Williams &. Pells [1981) 
::::E 

Cl.l 
u 
c: .. 
f"O l-4 ...... 

.S!? 
(I) 

Q,)
.... 

1-2 
----.2! 
(,I) 

1-0 
c: 
=> 

0·6 

6 8 10 12 

Uniaxial strength (MPa 1 

Fig. 7 comparison of test data with existing theories (Leung and Ko, 1993) 

Fig. 8 Failure bulb below pile base (Leung and Ko, 1993) 
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To rewalthe failure bulb below the pile base, the pile was subject to a very high load st:.::h 
that it senh:-d by over 40% of its pile diameter. After the test, the artificial rock specirr.en 
including the model pile was cut open carefully and a failure bulb beneath the pile base W:1S 

clearly evident, as shown in Fig. 8. The bulb typically had a height of about 1.35 times ihe 
pile diameter and a diameter of 1.25 times the pile diameter at its widest part. There appea,ed 
to be no significant differences in geometry and size of the failure bulbs for pile socketed in 
rocks of various strengths. 

PILES IS TE~SION 

Piles subject to uplift loads 

The beh:n'iour of pile subject to uplift loads is still not \\ell understood. Recently, the :.:.se 
of Osterberg cell in static load test has become more popular. As Osterberg cell is pbced 
some distance down the pile shaft or at the pile base, the application of test load via Osterb;:,g 
cell essenti:llly pushes the pile shaft abo\'e the cell upwards resulting in uplift shaft friction_ tn 
a test progJ2n1 recently carried out at the :--.rational University of Singapore, three loading C3.Se5 
were consi':ered. The first case is on a test pile subject to convem:0nal compression loadi::g 
and the second case is on a test pile being pulled upwards at the pile head. The last case is on 
a test pile being pulled upwards from the pile base partially simulating the Osterberg cell lest 
setup. A sketch of the model pile setup for the three cases is shown in Fig. 9 and the mobilized 
shaft frictioilshaft movement results obtained from the tests are shown in Fig. 10. The res:..:lts 
clearly re\-e:!l that for sand, the uplift shaft resistance is only about half of that of a pile in 
compression regardless whether the pile is being pulled at the pile top or pile base. Details of 
the test results are provided in Goh (2001). 

Compression Upliftb-= 

~ load 1
!::=::l 

;-'----; 
I ' 

:""':'-8r<;s :: •• ,,:::' ~31,S contac( Wlt'1 top of 
: ~ ;,'21: 

:~:... :e:; ;~~:--~_:-; pipe 
and bra 55 rod sc j;c::;J <':2-: 

is applied on iii::iT.a~ :X 

r :-L:'t !CJ": :s 
::1:':,fc:7c': ::,:; t.~~ 

="'=-- ?t:~ tL~, 

Fig. 9 ~Iodel test setup (a) compression or uplift load at pile top (b) uplift load at pile base 
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